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The Ways to Reproach 

  by Rabbi Leible Chaitovsky 

The Parsha begins with Yaakov traveling from his hometown to Charan.  He is about to 

encounter Lavan and his family, and fulfill his destiny with his marriage to Rachel and Leah, 

as well as to Bilhah and Zilpah.  The years that Yaakov worked for Lavan and the success 

that he had despite all obstacles, leave no doubt as to the greatness of our forefather, Yaa-

kov.  However, there is an incident at the beginning of the Parsha that seems to be out of place.  Yaakov comes to 

the well and notices that there are shepherds sitting around the well with their flocks of sheep.  Yaakov says to them, 

“This is not right.  It is the middle of the afternoon, and you should be taking the sheep to graze in the pasture.”  It 

was only then that Yaakov found out that they had to wait for all the shepherds to gather together to remove the 

stone from the well.  Whether the rebuke delivered by Yaakov was still valid remains to be understood.  What amaz-

es us more is that Yaakov felt it was his place to criticize the shepherds.  Imagine walking past a bunch of bricklayers 

eating sandwiches at a construction site and deciding to criticize them for misusing their workday.  Would they not 

be justified in getting angry?  The secret 

of success at delivering rebuke is the 

introductory word used by Yaakov 

when speaking to the shepherds.  He 

said to them “Achai,” my brothers.  He 

spoke to them as if they were family 

and people that he loved.  When one 

feels true love they will accept reproach 

and suggestions about how to improve.  

In a similar vein, when Yaakov was told 

by his father not to take a wife from 

Cana’an, Yitzchak first gave him a bless-

ing.  Yaakov’s purpose in giving this 

blessing was to demonstrate to Yaakov 

the love that he had for him, and only 

then did he give him the serious ad-

monition about whom he should not 

marry.  We see from the avot that alt-

hough we are commanded to observe 

the Torah and spread the lessons of 

morality throughout the world, we can 

only achieve success if we demonstrate 

our love for all our fellow human be-

ings.  Once that is shown, it would be 

more plausible for the nations of the 

world to accept our teachings and to 

improve their ways.    
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Rabbi Schneid, sofer and proud ASHAR grandparent, teaching 

the halachos of making Tefilin to class 7B in anticipation of their 

Bar Mitzvahs. 

As we approach Chanukah, the Theme of 
the Month for the Middle School is, “I’m a 
Jew and I’m Proud.” We are instilling in 
our students the idea that as part of the 
Jewish nation, which has a special 
connection to Hashem, we have a 
responsibility to create a Kiddush Hashem.  

Mrs. Tencic’s 6th grade social studies students become scribes 
for the day, and write on clay tablets in ancient Cuneiform. 

The 6th grade earth science students investigate minerals 
and perform the Hardness test using the Moh's scale in 
Mrs. Tencic’s class. 

8th grader practicing interviewing skills 

for Names, Not Numbers program. 



 
  

In conjunction with the 
Names, Not Numbers 
program our eighth 
graders participated in 
an interview techniques 
session.  

Mrs. Tencic’s 6th grade social studies 
students become scribes for the day, 
and write on clay tablets in ancient 
Cuneiform. 

Mrs. Elkobi’s Class 2G 

Thanksgiving letters 

to soldiers in 

conjunction with 

Kosher Troops. 

On Monday the 8th graders visited the Museum of 

Jewish Heritage as part of their Names, Not Numbers 

program.  They were chaperoned by Mrs. Jacobson, 

Mrs. Reifer, Mrs. Wagner and Mrs. Granata. 



Attention Vendors:   PTA is looking for vendors for our annual   

Chanukah Boutique on Dec.10th.  

 If you or anyone you know is interested, please email PTA@ashar.org for more info. 

Star Students 

2G, Reva Schreiber for her wonderful class participation and for being 
a great friend to her classmates.  

2B, Shlomi Schwartz for his hard work and beautiful midot.  

3B, Gavi Lerer for working hard, focusing and great midot. 

3G, Sophia Landau for excellent participation, classwork, and davening. 

4G, Bracha Pomeranz for excellent reading, comprehension and class 
participation. 

4B, Tulli Frank for hard work and outstanding behavior. 

5B, Max Fetman for good participation and always applying his best effort in class! 

5G, Shalva Laster for great participation and always applying her best effort in class! 

6B, Yoni Greenwald for great citizenship (middos) and always applying his best effort in class! 

6G, Chavy Volcovics for excellent participation and always applying her best effort in class! 

7G, Tamar Bruk, for excellent classroom decorum and renewed academic work ethic.  

8B, David Massre for his excellent participation at the Jewish Heritage Museum.  

8G, Eliana Leiser because she tries hard in class and wants to succeed.  

Class 8B at Museum of Jewish Heritage 

Mazal tov to Rabbi Daniel Isaacs on the birth 

of a new grandson, Baby Abramowitz. 

Many thanks to the ASHAR PTA for the wonderful Thanksgiving treats, rubber ducks 

and bracelets for students, and delicious muffins for the faculty and staff.   
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